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Abstract
Response time is a key factor of any e-Commerce appli-

cation, and a set of solutions have been proposed to pro-
vide low response time despite network congestions or fail-
ures. Being them mostly based on caching of Web objects
and replication of DBMS managed data at the edges, or
at intermediate points, of the Web infrastructure, they well
fit the requirements of client requests only performing read
access to (dynamic) application data. However, these solu-
tions typically require any update request to be redirected
to the origin DBMSs, which act as the masters within the
replication scheme. Hence, update requests typically do
not take advantage from data replication and related client
proximity. In order to alleviate the effects of network con-
gestions or failures, we have proposed a multi-path protocol
that, depending on current network conditions, increases
the likelihood for the update request to be processed along
a responsive (e.g. a failure free) network path in between
the client location and the origin DBMS sites. In this pa-
per we present an extensive simulation study of the effects
of such a multi-path approach on the client perceived re-
sponse time. The study relies on both Brite generated net-
work topologies and the NLANR graph. Also, well known
realistic TCP models are used to capture the effects of net-
work delays during both normal and anomalous (i.e. packet
loss affected) operation mode. By the results, our multi-path
approach increases the likelihood for the system to maintain
an adequate level of service under a wide range of network
operation modes, hence including anomalous ones, which
is instead not achieved in case of the standard approach
not leveraging path-diversity for handling update requests
at the origin (master) sites.

Keywords: e-Commerce, Web Infrastructures, Path-
Diversity, Application Delivery Networks, Performance
Guarantees, Performance Study.

1 Introduction
The user’s perceived response time and reliability are

two of the main issues for differentiation among e-
Commerce Web sites, since they directly determine the level
of user’s satisfaction while interacting with the e-Commerce

application [6]. Hence they necessarily need to be taken
into account in the process of engineering the underlying
Web infrastructure in order not to incur the devastating phe-
nomenon of excessive abandon rate from users. Specifi-
cally, as demonstrated in [20], the abandon rate from users
reveals modest (i.e. under the 2%) if the response time is un-
der the threshold value of 7 seconds. Instead, it dramatically
increases, up to 70% in case of a few additional seconds of
delay in the delivery of the output at the client side.

To limit such a phenomenon, which is actually detrimen-
tal to the business process supported by the e-Commerce
site, a spectrum of solutions have been proposed in order to
ensure application availability and timely delivery of con-
tents to the end users [9, 10, 12, 13, 19]. A key approach
for most of these solutions is the employment of both Web
object caching techniques and also DBMS replication tech-
niques, which can provide the benefits of overcoming net-
work overloads (or failures) by increasing the proximity be-
tween clients and contents, thus allowing for enhanced re-
sponse time and application availability.

However, even though some of these solutions deal with
caching and replication of dynamic Web contents (e.g.
[12]), they still rely on direct access to the origin (primary)
DBMS in case of client requests altering the application
state, such as product ordering. Therefore, increased prox-
imity to the clients cannot address the level of service seen
by the users issuing update requests. For these users, net-
work overloads or failures can lead to an excessive penalty
in the perceived response time, which might ultimately de-
grade the brand name of the e-Commerce Web site on the
basis of the negative type of experience these users receive.
Given that, as widely demonstrated by characterizations of
the well know TCP-W e-Commerce benchmark [17], up-
date requests broadly represent (at least) the 10% of client
interactions, satisfaction of users issuing update requests is
a relevant issue to address. Furthermore, update requests
are usually submitted as the concluding step of a sequence
of interactions (e.g. the final submission of a purchase or-
der after a browsing session in an e-Shop), which is the
most critical step as it might trigger the activation of, e.g.,
some transactional billing logic possibly spanning multiple



data centers, as in the common case of e-Commerce Web
sites relying on third-parties for validation of electronic pay-
ments.

In order to cope with this issue, in a previous work [16]
we have proposed a multi-path approach allowing an up-
date request to be routed in parallel along multiple network
paths (hence via different edge servers) towards the origin
DBMSs. This is done in order to reduce the likelihood of
experiencing network congestions or failures. At the same
time, our proposal embeds lightweight mechanisms for al-
lowing a single edge server, among the multiply involved
ones, to timely process the update request and report the
output to the client (this ensures application safety by guar-
anteing at-most once semantic for the update of application
data).

In this paper we propose an extensive simulation study of
the effects of such a multi-path approach, in order to assess
its benefits in a wide variety of system settings. The eval-
uation is based on both Brite generated network topologies
[7] and the NLANR graph [15], representative of connec-
tivity among Internet autonomous systems. Also, we use
the TCP model in [8] to simulate network latencies realis-
tically, considering both the case of normal operation mode
and run time anomalies associated with, e.g., packet losses.
Actually, we simulate the case of Web infrastructures lay-
ered over public networks over the Internet, and also the
case of Web infrastructures relying on (virtual) private inter-
connection between edge servers and back-end data centers
hosting DBMSs. This allows the quantification of the ben-
efits from our multi-path protocol when considering main
scenarios for what concerns the organization of Web infras-
tructures currently offered by Application Service Providers
(ASPs).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we shortly overview the behavior of our multi-
path protocol. The extensive simulation study is presented
in Section 3. Assessments and conclusions are reported in
Section 4.

2 Multi-path Protocol Overview
The multi-path protocol we have presented in [16] is

tailored for e-Commerce applications hosted by Web in-
frastructures consisting of a set of edge servers and a
set of autonomous back-end data centers (see Figure 1),
which maintain different data sets via autonomous DBMSs.
These are also referred to as Application Delivery Networks
(ADNs). Note that data center autonomy allows our pro-
posal to cope with the general case of, e.g., multiple par-
ties involved within a same business process. Actually, the
interconnection between edge servers and data centers can
take place either through a (virtual) private network un-
der the control of the ASPs owning the whole infrastruc-
ture, or through the Internet. The former case typically
ensures more controlled communication latency among re-
mote servers within the infrastructure, at least in normal net-
work operation mode.

Edge Server

Internet

Internet or (Virtual) Private Network

Data Centers

Clients

Figure 1. Target System Architecture.

The edge servers host the business logic for executing
transactions against the data centers, which are responsi-
ble for guaranteeing the availability and consistency of the
application data. The edge serves can perform caching of
(dynamic) Web objects, and can also perform caching of
application data residing at the data centers via secondary
DBMSs residing at edge server locations [12]. This allows
the edge servers to reply to read only requests from clients
without the need for interaction with the back-end data cen-
ters. On the other hand, each time an update request is
received from whichever client, the edge server needs to
connect to the back-end data centers for the execution of
a distributed (atomic) transaction manipulating the original
copy of application data. Consistency of replicated appli-
cation data maintained at secondary DBMSs is ensured via
either asynchronous (lazy approach) or synchronous (eager
approach) update mechanisms driven by the back-end data
centers [11].

Our multi-path protocol tackles the negative effects of
network congestion or failures on the handling of update
requests from whichever client. Specifically, given that up-
date requests require end-to-end interactions involving (far)
back-end data centers, the current network conditions are
a main factor affecting client perceived response time. To
increase the likelihood for the response time to be under
the threshold value leading to complete satisfaction of an
interactive end-user (as mentioned, such a threshold value
typically reveals on the order of 7 seconds [20]), our pro-
tocol lets the client application to perform parallel invo-
cations of multiple edge servers along different-network
paths. These servers, in their turn, connect to the back-end
data centers (and set up a fresh transactional context) in par-
allel, again exploiting path diversity provided by the under-
lying network topology. When a data center receives the
first connection request for a given client from whichever
edge server, it waits for incoming connection requests from
other edge servers for a short timeout period (on the order
of few tens of milliseconds), and updates a data structure



keeping track of information related to the identities of the
edge servers that requested connection within the timeout
period. Afterwards, this information is returned to the edge
servers requesting connection via the connection acknowl-
edgment. Using an ordering relation on the identities of the
edge servers, each edge server receiving the connection ac-
knowledgments from the data centers is able to determine
whether:

(A) It has promptly requested connection to each data cen-
ter (i.e. within the timeout expiration, or has even trig-
gered the timeout at the data center with its connection
request), and

(B) In the ordering relation among server identifiers, it pre-
cedes any other edge server that promptly connected to
the data centers.

If both conditions A and B are satisfied, then the edge
server goes on executing the distributed transaction asso-
ciated with the update request from the client. Overall, the
transaction is executed by only one among the multiply con-
tacted edge servers (hence ensuring at most-once semantic),
which, depending on current network conditions, has been
promptly reached by the client request and has been able to
promptly connect to the back-end data centers involved in
the transaction.

Actually, the timeout period at the data centers while col-
lecting incoming connection requests from different edge
servers, and before sending out any connection acknowl-
edgment, has been introduced in order to address variance
in the responsiveness in between an edge server and dif-
ferent data centers. Specifically, such a timeout allows in-
cluding in the set of “good candidates” for transaction pro-
cessing edge servers that are responsive towards all the data
centers, even though there might be some other edge server
more responsive in the connection to a given data center, but
less responsive towards other data centers.

Further details on the mechanisms underlying the pro-
tocol can be found in [16]. Anyway, it is worth remarking
that the protocol can be implemented on top of conventional
technology (e.g. DBMS technology) by simply having the
connection phase between the edge servers and the back-
end data centers (and the related information update) sup-
ported via a proper wrapper.

3 Simulation Study
3.1 Network Model

As highlighted in a number of previous studies [4, 2], the
effectiveness of any multi-path solution strongly depends on
the actual disjointness among the simultaneously explored
paths.

To determine how our proposal fares in different net-
works, we took an approach similar to the one used in [4].
In our experiments, we examined both Brite [7] generated
topologies (in this case both flat and hierarchical topolo-
gies are considered, which we will refer to as, respectively,

BRITE-f and BRITE-h) and the NLANR [15] graph, rep-
resentative of connectivity among Internet autonomous sys-
tems at the latest available date, namely January 2000. As
in [4], where a multi-path approach for video streaming ap-
plications is proposed, to assign the client, edge server and
data center roles to a subset of the nodes in the topologies,
we used a placement algorithm based on the connectivity
degree of nodes:

• Edge Servers: To emulate edge server location in an
ADN, we placed servers at the edge of a topology,
where edges are defined as nodes with degree of two
or three.

• Data Centers: To emulate data center location at the
most connected part of a network, we place servers
at the core nodes of the topology, which we define as
nodes with the highest degree.

• Clients: To emulate client location at the furthest edge
of a topology, clients were randomly chosen among
those nodes having degree of one.

Obviously the ideal case would be to use a real edge server
location graph from an ADN company, but such informa-
tion is proprietary and not available, which is the reason
why we chose to rely on this simple placement algorithm in-
spired by the one presented in [4] in the context of Content
Delivery Networks (CDNs) based video-streaming delivery.

To generate realistic values for the network latencies per-
ceived by the hosts participating in our protocol, under both
normal and anomalous (e.g. congested) situations, the con-
sidered topologies were complemented by both mathemat-
ical models and publicly available empirical measurements
of Internet latencies.

For what concerns the packet loss model across the
topology links, we chose the widely adopted two-state
Gilbert model parameterized by transition probabilities
{p,q} where p is the probability of going from no loss state
to loss state, and q is the probability of going from loss to
no loss. The Gilbert model is widely used to model bursty
traffic for its simplicity and mathematical tractability. Like
in several other studies, e.g., [4], we assumed for simplicity
that faults over each link can be modelled as independent.

In order to accurately determine the message transfer
time over TCP connections in presence of packet losses,
we adopted the TCP analytical model in [8]. This model
provides accurate estimations of TCP transfer times on the
basis of (i) the expected number of packet losses, (ii) the
number of TCP fragments to be sent (i.e. the message size
in kilobytes) and (iii) the end-to-end RTT latency. The for-
mer TCP model parameter, i.e. the number of packet losses
during the delivery of a message, is obtained directly by
the topology simulator. The message size is randomly de-
termined according to a heavy-tailed distribution, namely a
Pareto, since a number of studies (e.g. [5]) have shown that



WWW traffic exhibits heavy-tailed message size distribu-
tions. The end-to-end RTT for each message transmission is
derived by means of the RTT probability distribution shown
in [1], that was empirically obtained at the light of the RTT
measurements carried out between the NASA’s Glenn Re-
search Center Web Server and its clients. These RTTs are
representative of end-to-end network latency between hosts
communicating across the Internet. In order to correlate the
length (in terms of number of hops) of a path in a topol-
ogy with the corresponding end-to-end RTT value, we de-
termine an RTT value for each link over which packets are
transmitted according to the empirical end-to-end RTT dis-
tribution and scaling (dividing) such value by the average
path length.

Note that in practice a strong correlation exists between
a link RTT and the possible presence of packet losses over
that link. In fact, the RTT values are comprehensive of
router queueing delays, which are very likely to be high in
case of packet losses (since these latter events are typically
due precisely to the excessive growth of routers queues). In
order to capture such a correlation in our simulator, in ab-
sence of packet losses we randomly pick the current link
RTT from the first half of the empirical RTT distribution,
namely the half collecting the lowest measured RTT values.
Conversely, in presence of packet losses over a link, we ran-
domly pick the current link RTT from the second half of the
empirical RTT distribution.

3.2 Edge Server Selection Policies
In conventional Content and Application Delivery Net-

works, i.e. conventional Web infrastructures not leveraging
path diversity, client requests are routed towards a single
edge server over a single path and the selected edge server
is typically the one on the shortest path to the client. This
mechanism may be straightforwardly adopted in our pro-
posal by selecting the closest edge servers to the client, or
one may envision the development of more sophisticated
policies taking into account specific topological informa-
tion in order to achieve larger benefits from the multi-path
approach.

To cope with a relatively wide spectrum of possibilities,
we implemented the following three selection policies in
our simulator:

• Shortest Paths. Simply choose the closest edge servers
to the client, employing hop counts as distance metric.
In the following, we will refer this selection policy to
as SP.

• Disjointness Ordered Paths. Always select the edge
server on the shortest path. Then choose the edge
servers whose paths to the client have a minimum num-
ber of links in common with the shortest path. If more
than one server has the same number of joint links
with the shortest path, choose the one having minimum
length (measured in hop counts). In the following, we
will refer this selection policy to as DP.

• Disjointness×Length Ordered Paths. Always select
the edge server on the shortest path. Then choose the
edge servers whose paths have the minimum values of
the product between (i) the correlation with the short-
est path and (ii) the additional length with respect to
the shortest path. In other words, with this policy, if
the path towards an edge server is highly disjoint from
the shortest path, but such edge server is very far from
the client, than this edge server will not be considered
by the client as a good candidate for the parallel in-
vocation scheme. In the following, we will refer this
selection policy to as D×LP.

3.3 Transactional Workload Model
For what concerns the transactional workload model

used in the simulation, we rely on the so called “shopping
workload”, namely the reference transaction profile speci-
fied by TPC-W [17]. This benchmark is widely used for
measuring the performance of e-Commerce systems, and
relies on simulation of a breadth of activities of a business
oriented transactional Web application. The shopping trans-
action profile is derived by TPC-W on the basis of the com-
position of two different customer profiles (also referred to
as customer interactions) known as browse and order, re-
spectively. The browse interaction involves browsing as
well as querying activities, while the order interaction in-
volves real update of data (e.g. loading shopping cards) at
the data centers. The shopping transaction profile is based
on a composition of 80% browse interactions and 20% order
interactions. By the characterization of TPC-W performed
in [14] we also have that the DBMS page reference pattern
for such a mix of interaction is such that 96.6% of page ref-
erences are in read only mode, and 3.4% of page references
are in write mode.

3.4 System Settings
For what concerns the size of the data set maintained at

each data center and other system settings, we again exploit
the study in [14], where a global data set size of about 20
GB has been presented as a reasonable value for typical e-
Commerce applications. In that study, the DBMS residing
at the data center has 4 KB page size and is run on an IBM
eServer xSeries 255 machine, with 4 CPUs (1.5 GHz), 8
GB of RAM storage, 12 IBM U320 disks (15000 RPM),
running Windows 2000 Advanced Server. Also, the DBMS
is placed on a 5-disk hardware RAID-0. For this data set
size, the characterization of the shopping transaction profile
presented in [14] gives rise to an average number of 35 ref-
erenced pages for each interaction. Resource consumption
at the data centers while handling the interactions proper
of the shopping transaction profile are explicitly simulated
in our analysis on the basis of the benchmarking results in
[14], obtained just for that type of hardware architecture.

We consider a whole Web infrastructure consisting of six
back-end data centers and twenty edge servers. As shown
in previous studies related to content delivery applications



average path length between average path length between average correlation ratio on the
client and edge server edge server and data center different used paths (client side)

Topology #nodes #edges SP DP D×LP SP DP D×LP SP DP D×LP
BRITE-f 5000 5000 9.1 9.3 9.1 8.9 8.9 8.9 0.53 0.46 0.52
BRITE-h 5000 5100 15.1 15.9 15.3 25.6 25.6 25.6 0.30 0.16 0.22
NLANR 6474 24467 3.0 3.1 3.0 2.3 2.3 2.3 0.42 0.35 0.41

Table 1. Summary of Topological Parameters.

[3, 4], the number of paths that is expected to maximize the
benefits from a path-diversity protocol has been shown to
be on the order of two. Hence we focus on the case of two
edge servers contacted in parallel by the client. Fixed this
setting, for the reader’s convenience, we report in Table 1
a summary of the main parameters related to the different
analyzed network topologies, together with information on
the length and correlation of network paths for the different
edge server selection policies (i.e. SP, DP, D×LP). These
data have been obtained by considering clients spread in
500 different locations across the network.

In the simulation study we explicitly avoid to model
caching of DBMS data at the edge servers. This choice de-
rives from that, as outlined before, this type of caching re-
quires explicit mechanisms for the maintenance of the con-
sistency of replicated data [11], which might impact on the
latency seen by the users. Hence, we exclude caching of
DBMS data in order to avoid any interference due to these
mechanisms while performing the evaluation of our multi-
path protocol. At the same time, we gather statistical data
by only considering the latency experienced by users really
performing updates of application data, for which caching
of DBMS data at the edge servers provides no advantage
due to the fact that the corresponding requests are redirected
to the origin data centers in order to manipulate the original
data copy. This actually ensures fairness in the evaluation.

Finally, to capture network congestion/overload situa-
tions, we have fixed the packet loss Gilbert model parameter
q at the value of 0.8 which corresponds to an expected burst
loss length of 1.25 (studies [18] have shown that consecu-
tive losses rarely last more than four packets and this value
of q corresponds to the longest average path we are aware
of). For what concerns the parameter p, we have considered
two different values in the simulation study, selected as rep-
resentative of interconnection between edge serves and data
centers either via Internet or via a (virtual) private network
under the control of the ASPs. In the former case, p was
set to yield a moderate end-to-end loss rate of 5% for an av-
erage path length of 3 to 16 hops, depending on the topol-
ogy. In the latter case, p was set to yield the extremely re-
duced end-to-end loss rate of 1% for the same average path
lengths. The message size distribution has been obtained
through a Pareto with α=1.5 and b=2.

3.5 Results
We report in Figure 2 and in Figure 3 the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of browser perceived response
times for the two considered Brite topologies (flat and hi-
erarchical) and the NLANR topology. In other words, we
report on the Y-axis the experimentally evaluated proba-
bility for a browser to experience a response time lower
than the corresponding value on the X-axis. The plots com-
paratively report the browser perceived response time CDF
when adopting a baseline algorithm not employing path di-
versity and our multi-path protocol (with the three differ-
ent policies for selecting the edge servers to be contacted
in parallel by the client). For our protocol, we have also
varied the value of the timeout used at the data centers dur-
ing the connection phase in the interval between 0 and 500
milliseconds.

By the plots we get that the multi-path protocol pro-
vides remarkable benefits, in terms of increased system re-
sponsiveness. For the case of edge servers communicating
with data centers via the Internet (see Figure 2), exploit-
ing path-diversity in the BRITE-f topology allows achiev-
ing browser perceived response times less than 7 seconds
(i.e. less than the maximum value complying with a rea-
sonable expectation for an interactive end-user [20]) in at
least the 80% of the cases, whereas the baseline protocol
achieves response times less than 7 seconds in the 65% of
the cases (it behaves slightly better that this percentage only
for the DP edge server selection policy). Analogous consid-
erations hold also for the results obtained with the NLANR
topology, where the multi-path protocol achieves browser
perceived response times less than 7 seconds again in the
80% of the cases, whereas the baseline protocol achieves
response times less than 7 seconds in less then the 65%
of the cases. Slightly reduced advantages are observed for
the BRITE-h topology where, despite the relevant amount
of path diversity between clients and edge servers (see Ta-
ble 1), the hierarchical organization of the network topol-
ogy does not favor disjointness in between the edge servers
and the back-end data centers. Also, network paths be-
tween edge servers and data centers even result significa-
tively longer than network paths between clients and edge
servers, which, together with that reduced level of disjoint-
ness, additionally contributes to reduced effectiveness of the
multi-path approach.

The results related to the case of communication be-
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Figure 2. Browser Perceived Response Time CDF for the Case of Edge Servers and Data Centers
Communicating via Internet.

tween edge servers and data centers via a (virtual) private
network, see Figure 3, confirm the previous tendencies, with
the only observation that, compared to the case of Internet
based communication, this time we expect higher system
responsiveness due to the more controlled network behav-
ior at the side of the Web infrastructure (recall that for this
configuration the parameter p has been set to obtain the ex-
tremely reduced packet loss percentage over a path of 1%).
Hence, the advantages from the multi-path protocol need to
be evaluated for response time on the order of the reason-
able value of 3/4 seconds, which is guaranteed by the multi-
path protocol in about the 90% of the cases. Instead, even
in such a controlled network scenario, that response time is
guaranteed by the baseline in the reduced percentage of the
80% of the cases.

Another important observation from the plots is that they
show significant benefits from the multi-path protocol even
in case of no exploitation of path correlation information in

the selection of the edge servers to be contacted in parallel
by the client. In fact, the benefits achieved by users employ-
ing the correlation unaware selection scheme, namely SP,
are in practice identical to those achievable with the other
selection policies. This is an interesting result that confirms
the feasibility of the multi-path protocol also in environ-
ments where it is difficult or impossible to infer the path
correlation of the underlying network topology.

The plots in Figure 4 and in Figure 5 provide a differ-
ent perspective to quantify the benefits achievable through
the multi-path approach. In these graphs we report the his-
tograms of the percentage reduction in response time over
the baseline for all the three considered network topologies
and for the three edge server selection policies SP, DP and
D×LP. Such a data visualization highlights that there is a
relevant percentage of clients that experiences a remark-
able reduction in the perceived response time (evaluated as
Timebaseline−Timemulti path

Timebaseline
) when the multi-path approach
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Figure 3. Browser Perceived Response Time CDF for the Case of Edge Servers and Data Centers
Communicating via a (Virtual) Private Network.

is used. In all the topologies the percentage of clients that
gets a response time reduction greater than (or equal to)
50% is at least the 50%, and the 25% of clients get at least
a 70% reduction in the response time.

4 Assessments and Conclusions
In this paper we have shown via an extended simulation

study how a multi-path approach can be an effective way to
tackle network anomalies (such as congestion or failures).
These can impact the user perceived response time in case
of update requests that need access and manipulation of pri-
mary copies of e-Commerce application data residing at ori-
gin data centers. The simulation data clearly outline that
multi-path does not provide benefits only in a limited num-
ber of system settings, instead its advantages span in a wide
spectrum of system organizations ranging from, e.g., Inter-
net to (virtual) private network interconnection at the server
side. This points out how multi-path can be effectively em-
ployed in combination with any other technique optimizing

the system run-time behavior. As a final note, to our knowl-
edge this is the first study explicitly focused on evaluating
multi-path approaches in the context of transactional (e.g.
e-Commerce) applications.
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